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IVM FAQs

Who will be using IVM in my organization?

Can’t the hacker prepare for the IVM verification questions?

Is IVM available for on-premise and Cloud?

What makes IVM more secure than good standard procedures with good 
staff?

In situations where it is important to verify the correct identity of a person phoning in. Service desk 
supporters have lots of situations where they need to know for sure, who they are giving service. Rendering 
a password to the wrong person might be a disaster. Staff in HR and Finance have the same need for 
secure verification of employees.

The most important and secure elements in IVM are the Dynamic and Contextual tests. Even though the 
user is not logged in – IVM gets information from the workstation, and then knows if this is the user’s own 
PC or not. We can see the geo-location and we can see if she is asking at her normal workhours.  This 
is close to impossible for a hacker to produce. IVM tests for a multitude of tokens – and the hacker can’t 
prepare.

Yes.

Even the best staff can be manipulated by a good social engineer to help and deviate from the procedures. 
IVM controls the process – it is not the staff or supporter who decides the verification process and when we 
can trust the caller.



Can IVM work stand-alone without FastPass Self-service Password Reset 
(SSPR)?

Will the service desk supporter have to switch between the ITSM tool and IVM 
in a service call?

What will it take to implement IVM?

Yes. However some verification tests are only available when SSPR is implemented.

Yes – but the supporter will not notice it. IVM can be integrated seamless with the ITSM tool, so the 
supporter will not see or know when the process switches to IVM and back to ITSM.

Using the IVM template it can be done fairly quick. Some organizations will however make their own 
verification process and even different processes for different groups and then it will take more time. Please 
see the IVM Implementation guide. 

How long does it take to implement?

How quickly can a proof of concept be setup?

Technical implementation can be done in a day. Using FastPass templates then organizational 
implementation can be done fast too: Less than a week. When the customer wants to design an individual 
workflow then the decision process will take time. The technical implementation is relatively short.

With FastPass a POC can be up and running within a day. With additional target systems (SAP/Oracle etc.) 
expect to add some more days.
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https://www.flipsnack.com/fastpasscorp/ivc-product-sheet-fdc56i9cb/full-view.html
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What out of the box interfaces are available for integrating with ITSM?

IVM integrates based on ticket-number and returns status to ITSM system. Easy integration with most 
major ITSM systems.

What security accreditation has the tool got?

What operating systems does the client support and is there a BYOD/ 
optimized website version?

What languages are supported?

FastPass V4 has been penetration tested by Backbone Security.com Inc. - 811 Ann St. Stroudsburg PA 
18360

The IVM client is in responsive design and works with Major browser versions (e.g. Chrome / Edge).

IVM is only used by administrators and supporters and the language is in English. Questions for user 
verification can be translated to local languages. Labels/Buttons etc. will be localized in late 2021.

What out of the box interfaces are available to importing data from back office 
systems (e.g. HR)?

With IVM data from back-office systems can be utilized easily through either AD, direct insert into the 
FastPass database, or from specific database tables. 

https://www.fastpasscorp.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/FastPassCorp-Penetration-Test-Report-2020v2.pdf
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What automated reporting and notifications can be configured to detect 
suspicious behavior?

What is the largest user base this tool has been implemented on?

Notifications can be setup to notify on unusual number of access from individual users having multiple 
failed attempts.

Has been tested with 100,000+ users.

Can the solution be setup in a standalone implementation rather than Multi-
tenant Fastpass cloud?

The FastPass solution is available for on-premise as well as for FastPass Cloud. Service Providers can 
operate their own multi-tenant cloud solution.

Does the system self-calibrate or need to be taught for dynamic information 
(e.g. do you need to tell it user x is UK based or does it know the last three 
logins were from the UK so when someone logs in from India it flags it up as 
suspicious)?

IVM knows what PC the user normally uses and will flag if the user comes from a new device. Location-
based information is planned for release in early 2022 it will also learn the user’s normal behavior and use it 
as a baseline.

Do users using SSPR need to re-enrol to benefit from IVC?

With IVM, users don’t have to be enrolled. Enrolling users will however increase the number of verification 
tests and the quality. Users already being enrolled in an earlier version will immediately be able to benefit 
from the Enrollment.


